A new 8-dimensional conformal gauging avoids the unphysical size change, third order gravitational field equations, and auxiliary fields that prevent taking the conformal group as a fundamental symmetry. We give the structure equations, gauge transformations and intrinsic metric structure for the new biconformal spaces. We prove that a torsion-free biconformal space with exact Weyl form, closed dilational curvature and trace-free spacetime curvature admits a sub-bundle of vanishing Weyl form homeomorphic to the Whitney sum bundle of the tangent bundle and the bundle of orthonormal Lorentz frames over 4-dimensional spacetime. Conversely, any 4-dimensional spacetime extends uniquely to such a normal biconformal space. The Einstein equation holds iff the biconformal basis is orthonormal. Unconstrained antisymmetric trace of the spacetime curvature provides a closed 2-form, independent of the Weyl vector, consistently interpretable as the electromagnetic field. The trace of the spacetime co-torsion decouples from gravitational sources and serves as electromagnetic source.
Introduction
Three long-standing difficulties hinder use of the 15-dimensional conformal group as an underlying symmetry of spacetime: the prediction of unphysical size change, the cubic, third order form of the gravitational field equations, and the auxiliary field problem. These difficulties are puzzling, since the conformal group is mathematically natural (it is a simple group) and physically necessary (since we certainly can use local units if we choose). We overcome these problems by using a new 8-dimensional gauging of the conformal group. We show that the resulting class of non-Riemannian differential geometries has a well-defined subclass equivalent to the class of 4-dimensional spacetimes.
The first of the three problems is that of unphysical size change in scale-invariant theories. Since the first introduction of scale invariance by Weyl in 1918 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , the physical changes of size induced by a non-integrable dilational gauge potential have prevented identifying that gauge field with the electromagnetic potential despite its having the proper gauge dependence. Ultimately London [8] made the first steps toward our current U(1) gauge theory of electromagnetism. But while electromagnetism is well understood, the presence of size change still provides an obstruction to the direct use of conformal gauge theory.
The second difficulty with conformal gauge theory is the complexity of the gravitational field equations. Szekeres [49] showed that the conformal equavalent of the vacuum Einstein equation includes an expression cubic in the spinorial components of the Weyl curvature tensor and third order in derivatives of the metric. While this more complicated field equation poses a technical problem rather than an objection in principle, it would be more satisfying if a simple limit of a conformal gauge theory led directly to the Einstein equation. Of course, the third order equations can be avoided by using a Weyl geometry instead, but then we lose the extra symmetry provided by the conformal group. Moreover, there has been no satisfactory interpretation of the dilations in 4-dimensional Weyl geometry.
Finally, while conformal gauge theories in 4-dimensions provide eleven gauge fields on spacetime, Crispim Romão, Ferber and Freund [40, 41] , and independently Kaku, Townsend and Van Nieuwenhuizen [42] showed that four of them are auxiliary -their field equations could be solved algebraically, allowing the fields to be eliminated from the problem (see also [38, 39] , [43, 44] ). Wheeler [32] extended the result to any conformal theory quadratic in the curvatures.
We resolve all three of these difficulties by gauging the conformal group over an 8-dimensional base space instead of the usual 4-dimensional spacetime base space. To emphasize the resulting differences from the usual gauging, including the effects of the reduced fiber symmetry and the presence of a duality relation which holds between two sets of 4-dimensional variables, we call the new space biconformal space. Our central result is a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the resulting 8-dimensional base space with 7-dimensional fibers to be homeomorphic to a 4-dimensional Riemannian spacetime with 11-dimensional fibers. This result leads immediately to a simple invariant characterization of the Einstein equation in biconformal space, as well as a new geometric candidate for the electromagnetic field.
It is easy to see that the new gauging immediately resolves all three existing problems with conformal gauge theory. The auxiliary field problem evaporates because the four fields which would have been auxiliary instead necessarily form half of the solder form on the 8-dimensional base space. Since the solder form is required to give a basis, it is manifestly impossible to eliminate any of the eight translational gauge fields. The problem of dilations is also solved, because despite the presence of nonvanishing dilational curvature on the 8-dimensional space the embedded Riemannian spacetime is dilation-free. Finally, we will show how the existence of an invariant equivalent to the Einstein equation hinges on the reduced fiber size. Instead of the 11-dimensional symmetry of the usual conformal gauging, the 8-dimensional gauging has only the 7 symmetries of the homogeneous Weyl group. For the class of normal biconformal spaces this 7-dimensional fiber symmetry leaves the usual Einstein equation both scale and Lorentz invariant.
Beyond a statement of the necessary and sufficient conditions above, we find that the antisymmetric part of the spacetime projection of the co-solder form (i.e., the extra four components of the solder form) provides a new geometric candidate for the electromagnetic field. Unlike previous unifications of gravity and electromagnetism based on scale symmetry , this identification is independent of the presence or absence of the Weyl vector. We identify the trace of the spacetime part of the co-torsion as a phenomenological electromagnetic source, and show that it decouples from gravitational sources. While the presence of two electromagnetic-type gauge fields (the Weyl vector and part of the new co-torsion field)
suggests the possibility of a geometric model for the electroweak interaction, we suggest as yet no specific candidates for the W ± particles.
One further note on our gauging is in order. Instead of basing our arguments on a particular globally conformally invariant action and introducing guage fields to make the conformal symmetry local, we will use standard fiber bundle techniques [34-37, 45, 46] to build a mathematical structure consistent with any action which can be built from the con-formal curvatures and other natural structures on the space. This has the double advantage of greater generality and of making the underlying mathematical structure clear.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec.(2) we define some basic notation and terminology. Then in Sec.(3) we present the new gauging of the conformal group, including its structure equations, gauge transformations and metric structure. Sec.(4) consists of a lemma used in proving the central theorem. The lemma gives the consequences of vanishing torsion (but not co-torsion) for the form of the connection. Our central theorem, proved in Sec. (5) , states that the vanishing Weyl vector sub-bundle of a torsion-free biconformal space with exact Weyl vector, closed dilation and trace-free spacetime curvature is homeomorphic to the Whitney sum bundle of the tangent and orthonormal frame bundles of a 4-dimensional Riemannian base manifold. Finally, in Sec. (6), we determine field equations for Einstein gravity and Maxwell electromagnetism as geometric conditions in biconformal spaces.
Preliminaries
Our notation for a Riemannian geometry is as follows. Let The Ricci tensor and scalar are given by R ab = R c acb and R = η ab R ab and the Weyl curvature 2-form constructed from R a b may be written as
where
The expression for R ab is easily inverted to give
Therefore, knowledge of the pair C a b , R a is equivalent to knowledge of the complete Riemann curvature tensor, R a b . Quite generally, the Bianchi identities or their generalizations may by found by exterior differentiation of the Maurer-Cartan structure equations. For example, differentiating eq.(2.1a), then using eqs.(2.1) to replace the resulting differentials gives the first Bianchi identity:
The cancellation of the non-curvature terms is a general property of this type of calculation, since it is a necessary consequence of the consistency of the original Maurer-Cartan structure equations for the underlying group. Thus, we may immediately write the second Bianchi identity from eq.(2.1b) by replacing the differentials of the connections with the corresponding curvatures:
We will refer to certain well-known generalizations of Riemannian spacetimes. One generalization is to spaces in which the Christoffel connection acquires an antisymmetric part. The antisymmetric part is a tensor field called the torsion which may be written as a vector-valued 2-form T a . In a spacetime with torsion, eqs.(2.1) are modified to
and the Bianchi identity corresponding to eq.(2.8a) becomes
A Riemannian spacetime with trivial frame bundle is called parallelizable. In this case there exists a choice of the connection with torsion, for which the Riemann curvature vanishes.
We will also use Weyl spacetimes. Weyl spacetimes are based on the 11-dimensional Weyl group consisting of Lorentz transformations, translations, and dilations. The dilations may be thought of as local changes of units (or "gauge" or "scale"). The gauge vector of these scale changes is called the Weyl vector or Weyl form, W . Under changes of scale the Weyl form changes by an exact differential.
The structure equations of a Weyl geometry are The torsion and Weyl generalizations above may be combined to give the structure equations for a Weyl spacetime with torsion
The structure equations for biconformal geometry developed in the next section generalize eqs.(2.11) still further. Eqs.(2.11) are therefore a useful guide to understanding the biconformal structure equations.
Finally, we use the simple idea of a Whitney sum bundle. Given two vector bundles on the same base space with fibers isomorphic to vector spaces V 1 and V 2 , the Whitney sum bundle is that vector bundle with the same base space and fibers isomorphic to the direct sum vector space, V 1 ⊕ V 2 .
Biconformal geometry
The spacetime conformal group is that 15-parameter group of transformations which leave the 4-dimensional Minkowski metric invariant up to an overall scale factor. It consists of 6 Lorentz transformations, 4 translations, 4 inverse translations 1 , and 1 dilation.
Following Klein [35] and Cartan [34] , we construct the biconformal bundle in two steps. First, an elementary geometry is found by taking the quotient, C/C 0 , of the conformal group, C, by its isotropy subgroup, C 0 . Then we generalize the connection to that of a curved 8-dimensional space by the addition of horizontal curvature 2-forms to the group structure equations. This general procedure guarantees us a Cartan connection on a principal fiber bundle with fiber symmetry C 0 .
For our present purpose, what is important in this general procedure is the identification of the isotropy subgroup, C 0 . If the full conformal group is to act effectively and transitively on the base space, the isotropy subgroup must contain no normal subgroup of the conformal group. In the case of Poincaré gauging (see, eg., Utiyama [36] and Kibble [37] ) this means that the only possible principal fiber symmetry containing the Lorentz group is the Lorentz group itself. By contrast, the conformal gauging leaves us more than one choice for a fiber symmetry containing the Lorentz group. While the standard approach to conformal gauge theory uses the inhomogeneous Weyl group as the fiber symmetry, we note that there is little principled distinction between the translations and the inverse translations. We are thus led to consider the homogeneous Weyl group as C 0 , leaving all eight translations to span the base space. As pointed out in the introduction, this immediately solves the auxiliary field problem, since the symmetry which was auxiliary in the 4-dimensional gauging is converted to additional coordinate freedom of the base space in the 8-dimensional treatment.
The choice of the homogeneous Weyl group as fiber symmetry also follows if we distinguish the conformal transformations based on their fixed points. Noting that translations always have exactly one fixed point when acting on compactified Minkowski space 2 , we find a class of eight conformal transformations (i.e., the four translations and the four inverse translations) having a single fixed point (infinity or the origin) while the remaining Lorentz and dilational transformations leave both the origin and infinity fixed.
We now implement the construction, using the linear SO(4, 2) representation of the conformal group for our notation. Letting the indices (A, B, . . .) = (0, 1, . . . , 5) and (a, b, . . .) = (1, . . . , 4), the SO(4, 2) metric η AB is given by (η ab = diag(1, 1, 1, −1), η 05 = η 50 = 1 with all other components vanishing. Introducing the connection 1-form ω A B we may express the covariant constancy of η AB , as
accelerations, or elations. We prefer the term inverse translations because the name better reflects their geometric significance as translations (y
2 ) on compactified Minkowski space. 2 A special point and its compactified null cone are added at infinity to accomplish compactificaton. See [47] , [48] so that ω
The conformal connection may be broken into four independent homogeneous-Weyl-invariant parts: the spin connection, ω and the remaining components of ω A B are related by
These constraints reduce the number of independent connection forms ω A B to the required 15 and allow us to restrict (A, B, . . .) = (0, 1, . . . , 4) in all subsequent equations (note, however, that all implicit sums must include the equivalent "5" index in the sum). The structure constants of the conformal Lie algebra now lead immediately to the Maurer-Cartan structure equations of the conformal group. These are simply
When broken into parts based on homogeneous Weyl transformation properties, eq.(3.2) gives:
Note that the exterior derivative d used in eqs. 
These index positions provide a quick key to the scaling weights of fields, with raised Lorentz indices having weight +1 and lowered Lorentz indices weight −1. No weight is associated with 0 indices. In general, we do not freely raise and lower indices with a metric.
The generalization of eqs.(3.3) to a curved base space is immediate. We have:
Eqs. It is important to realize that the dilational curvature of a biconformal space is a different function of the connection than the dilational curvature of a Weyl geometry. From eq.(3.4d) we see that the dilational curvature in a biconformal space is
whereas that of a 4-dimensional Weyl geometry is given by eq.(2.10c) as
It is the dilational curvature, Ω or Ω 0 0 , that is responsible for the physical size changes discussed in the introduction. But while the only way to have Ω = 0 in a Weyl geometry is for the Weyl vector to be pure gauge, W = dφ, in biconformal space vanishing dilation, Ω 0 0 = 0, actually requires that dω 0 0 = 0. In [33] this fact was used to show that biconformal space provides a satisfactory model of the electromagnetic field, predicting the electrodynamics of a charged point particle. In that model, part of the Weyl vector is interpreted as the electromagnetic vector potential. In subsequent sections of this paper we will show that another way to avoid size change in physical models is to identify spacetime with a submanifold on which Ω 
Similar expressions hold with the indices a and/or b replaced by 0. Now, when the gauging is over a 4-dimensional base manifold, the bundle no longer posesses translational invariance, so all terms containing Λ a 0 drop out, leavinĝ
Notice that the solder form ω a 0 becomes tensorial with respect to the fiber symmetry. This is what makes the spacetime metric tensorial when general relativity is treated as a Poincaré gauge theory.
In biconformal space, the base manifold is spanned by both ω a 0 and ω 0 a together. This removes both translations from the fiber symmetry, leavinĝ
Eqs. (3.8) are the gauge transformations of the biconformal connection. Now both sets of solder forms are tensorial. Also, even though the base space is 8-dimensional, the Lorentz transformations remain 4-dimensional matrices (but with 8-dimensional functional dependence), with the co-space indices transforming with inverse Lorentz transformations. As a result, there are many tensorial components to the curvature. Indeed, not only are the curvature, torsion, co-torsion and dilation tensorial, transforming aŝ
but it is important to remember that each of these separate curvatures takes the general form
Recalling that the solder and co-solder forms are tensorial, the three terms of these curvatures will not mix under the Lorentz transformations and dilations of the fiber group. Based on the relationship between biconformal space and one-particle phase space demonstrated in [33] , and on the results of Sec. (6) We now turn to the metric structure of biconformal space. While the SO(4, 2) metric is preserved by conformal transformations, this 6-dimensional metric cannot be straightforwardly used to give a metric on the 8-dimensional base space. However, every biconformal space has another natural metric structure based on the Killing metric. The Killing metric is built from the conformal group structure constants as
When this metric is restricted to the base manifold, A and B are restricted to { a 0 , 0 a } and the metric takes the form
This is clearly invariant under homogeneous Weyl transformations. The metric K AB has all eigenvalues equal to ±1 and zero signature, so that given the Lorentz structure of the underlying 4-dimensional geometry the diagonal form is necessarily diag(η ab , −η ab ). The metric provides an indefinite inner product between the basis forms, ω
Expanding in a coordinate basis we write
where M ∈ { µ , ν } and x M = (x µ , y ν ). The components of the metric become
with g MN inverse to g MN in the usual way. Notice that the metric structure in this conformal gauge theory is intrinsic to the base space while the metric structure of Poincaré gauge theory relies on a coincidental identification between two spaces. To see this difference clearly, recall that gauge theory makes use of two different (possibly metric) spaces: (1) the (gauged or ungauged) group manifold itself, the base space of which becomes the physical space and (2) the representation space on which the group transformations act. These spaces are not a priori related. In Poincaré gauging the projection of the Poincaré Killing metric onto the 4-dimensional base space of the group manifold vanishes. The existence of the usual spacetime metric used when general relativity is regarded as a Poincaré gauge theory is therefore not an intrinsic property of the group manifold, but instead occurs because the the representation space is coincidentally isomorphic to the base space of the ungauged group manifold. The same metric may therefore be used. By contrast, for conformal gauging the projected Killing metric is nondegenerate, and is already defined on the group manifold.
The coincidence which was required by the Poincaré gauging does not even occur for the conformal group, where the representation metric η AB is 6-dimensional. But the conformal group does not require a coincidence.
The origin of the metric in gauging the conformal group also gives an additional motivation for choosing the 8-dimensional gauging used here over the 4-dimensional conformal gauging used elsewhere [38 -44] . Notice that when K AB is projected onto only a 4-dimensional base space, it again vanishes. Thus, 4-dimensional conformal gauge theory also relies on a coincidental isomorphism for its metric structure.
While this metric structure is important in biconformal spaces, it is necessary to realize that not all orthonormal frames may be reached by motion on the fibers, which provide only 4-dim Lorentz transformations and dilations. Thus, the 15-dimensional biconformal bundle is much more rigidly structured than the full 36-dimensional bundle of orthonormal frames of an 8-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian geometry. It is this restricted fiber symmetry that allows the invariance of both the SO(4, 2) metric and the Killing metric.
With our underlying structures thus established, our goal now is to find a 1-1 relationship between 4-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian spacetimes and a subclass of biconformal spaces, and in the process to gain insights into what new features are possessed by the biconformal spaces. We are especially interested in formulating general relativity within the context of conformal gauging, anticipating that the extra conformal fields may supply some insight into the known fundamental structure beyond general relativity. The main result of this paper accomplishes the desired 1-1 mapping.
Our central theorem states a set of necessary and sufficient biconformally-invariant conditions for the biconformal bundle to be homeomorphic to a Riemannian spacetime. This equivalence requires both the existence of a 14-dimensional ω 0 0 = 0 sub-bundle of the biconformal bundle, and an isomorphism between four dimensions of the biconformal base manifold and the tangent space fibering over the Riemannian spacetime. The homeomorphism therefore identifies the 14-dimensional biconformal sub-bundle with the Whitney sum of the Riemannian bundle of orthonormal frames and the Riemannian tangent bundle. The resulting dual character of a normal biconformal space as simultaneously a 4-dimensional Riemannian and an 8-dimensional biconformal space allows us to easily write the field equation of general relativity in a biconformally invariant manner.
The central theorem may also be expressed in terms of the full 15-dimensional biconormal bundle, in which case the homeomorphism is with the triple Whitney sum of the bundle of orthonormal frames, the tangent bundle, and the bundle of Weyl gauges.
In addition to the proof of the main theorem, we show a class of biconformal spaces in which there is a closed 2-form, independent of the Weyl vector, which can be interpreted as an arbitrary electromagnetic field. In concluding we present biconformal field equations including phenomenological stress-energy tensor and electromagnetic current density which yield the full Einstein and Maxwell equations, respectively.
The necessary and sufficient conditions of the proof (described further in subsequent sections) are the following: [50] . Condition (3) holds only in a particular class of frames. The existence of this class of frames is guaranteed by conditions (1 & 2) . A biconformal space satisfying conditions (1-3) will be called normal.
We note in passing that the symplectic condition (2) gives the biconformal manifold both symplectic and almost complex structure. It is a simple matter to rewrite the biconformal structure equations as a real homogeneous Weyl fiber bundle on a 4-dimensional complex base manifold. These implications of these structures will be examined elsewhere.
Torsion-free biconformal spaces
Our goal is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 1-1 relationship between 4-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian spacetimes and a well-defined subclass of biconformal spaces. In this section we find the consequences for the biconformal connection of vanishing torsion, the first of the necessary and sufficient conditions. Vanishing torsion guarantees that the solder form is in involution, allowing the use of the Frobenius theorem to constrain the form of the connection.
Two remarks about the vanishing torsion condition are in order. First, we note that an involution for ω a 0 requires vanishing of only the momentum term of the torsion. However, since consistency with general relativity requires vanishing spacetime torsion, it is natural to begin by assuming the full torsion tensor is zero. The included vanishing of the cross-term is not a severe restriction, since there remain numerous unspecified fields among the curvature, the co-torsion and the dilation.
Second, we will allow in this section the possibility of a separate assumption that the foliation provided by the solder form involution is regular. A foliation of a space S is regular if ∀ points P, ∃ a neighborhood N P ⊂ S such that the leaf on which P lies intersects N P only once. Regularity is the necessary and sufficient condition for the set of orbits to be a manifold. Thus, demanding regularity of the solder form foliation insures that the space of leaves is a 4-dimensional manifold. This 4-dimensional manifold is identified with spacetime. This is a useful assumption if one wishes to study torsion-free biconformal spaces without the additional assumptions of normality. For normal biconformal spaces, when all of conditions (1-3) hold, the regularity assumption is unnecessary because a second involution guarantees the existence of the spacetime sub-manifold. This automatic regularity in normal biconformal spaces is actually an improvement on the constuction of general relativity from Poincaré symmetry principles, for which the involution of the vierbein must be assumed regular.
Def: A regular torsion-free biconformal space is a biconformal space with Ω a 0 = 0 and such that the resulting foliation is regular.
As stated above, the torsion-free condition Ω a 0 = 0 places the solder form of a biconformal space in involution. As a result, the Frobenius theorem guarantees that the biconformal bundle is foliated by 11-dimensional manifolds, each of which is a principal sub-bundle with a 4-dimensional base manifold and 7-dimensional homogeneous Weyl group fibers. With these observations we begin our lemma. The first step is to make use of the Bianchi identity following from eq.(4.1b).
As discussed in Sec.(2), we take the exterior derivative, d The momentum term of this expression requires which may be recognized as those of a 4-dimensional Weyl geometry with zero Riemannian curvature, zero dilation and nonvanishing torsion 3 .
Since eq.(4.5c) implies a pure-gauge form for the Weyl vector we choose the gauge so that the Weyl vector ω 0 0 vanishes locally on each subspace, leaving the structure equations for a parallelizable Riemannian geometry. Similarly, the involution for ω a b means that we can find a local Lorentz transformation making the spin connection vanish as well, and we are left with a connection on the reduced bundle of the form Def: An e-co-basis is any collection of four 1-forms which together with e a , span the base space of a regular, torsion-free biconformal space.
Normal biconformal spaces
We now turn to our central theorem, showing that the conditions at the end of Sec. (3) are necessary and sufficient for a biconformal space to reduce to a vector bundle with a Riemannian spacetime as the base manifold. A few comments may make the usefulness of the idea of a "normal" space more transparent. It is helpful to compare the concept of a normal biconformal space to a corresponding concept for general differential geometries with metric, with Riemannian geometry playing the role of a "normal" differential metric geometry. A general differential geometry with metric consists of a manifold with a metric and a connection. In general, the connection will be neither symmetric, nor compatible with the metric. Vanishing torsion and vanishing covariant derivative of the metric (non-metricity) provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the differential geometry to be Riemannian. What has been achieved, in fact, is uniqueness. These constraints on the geometry allow the metric (on a given manifold) to uniquely fix the connection. At the same time, the definition of a Riemannian geometry in terms of vanishing torsion and non-metricity tensors gives a classification of non-Riemannian geometries. Each invariant part (using symmetries, traces, etc.) of the torsion or non-metricity which is taken nonzero provides a distinct class of generalizations of Riemannian geometry. Similarly, our definition of a normal biconformal space simultaneously provides a rule for deriving a unique biconformal space from a 4-dimensional spacetime metric, and implicitly provides a classification of non-normal biconformal spaces. In this section we prove the uniqueness, and in Sec. (6) we make use of a simple non-normal space to propose a new geometric theory of large-scale electromagnetism.
Def: A normal biconformal space is a torsion-free biconformal space with exact Weyl form and closed dilational curvature, for which there exists an e-co-basis such that Ω c acb = 0.
It turns out that the additional conditions of the definition allow us to drop the regularity requirement from the torsion constraint. We now state our central theorem. In the usual way, eq.(5.1) may be solved uniquely for the spin connection in terms of the solder form, its inverse, and its first derivatives, making the spin connection purely x-dependent.
Clearly, the vanishing of ω We note in passing that eq.(5.7) shows that Ω 0 0 is necessarily nondegenerate. Because it is assumed closed, it is symplectic [50] . The Bianchi identity for eq.(4.1d) reduces to and we can find coordinates y µ such that
. This condition will be refined further below.
Summarizing the proof so far, we have Since e a and f a are independent, eq.(5.10) separates into two parts, namely
The consistency of the separation follows because all of the coefficients of these equations are functions of x only. This means that the Bianchi identity of eq.(5.10) automatically implies both of the Bianchi identities following from eqs.(5.11) and (5.12) and vice versa. Not only do these equations fix the remaining outstanding curvatures in terms of e a and f a , but eq.(5.12) also shows that f a is in involution. Once again invoking the Frobenius theorem, we see that the biconformal bundle is foliated by a second set of 11-dimensional subbundles with Weyl group fibers and base manifold spanned by dx µ . Thus, there are two foliations of the biconformal bundle by 11-dimensional sub-bundles such that the 4-dimensional base space for each is the space of leaves of the other. Since the Frobenius theorem guarantees that each base space is a manifold, we may conclude that both spaces of leaves are manifolds, hence regular. In particular, the torsion foliation is regular.
On the f a = 0 manifold we have the structure equations with all other connection forms vanishing. Therefore f a spans a flat 4-dim space. From the local Lorentz action on the biconformal fibers we see that the Lorentz group acts on this space, so even though we have not introduced a notion of orthogonality on the 4-dimensional subspaces, we can identify it with Minkowski space, up to global topology. We will assume trivial topology for this space, although it is simple to generalize to topologies which are quotients of Minkowski space by discrete subgroups 1 . In either case, there exists such a vector space at each point of the spacetime, so the ω 0 0 = 0 slice of the biconformal bundle is the local direct product of a 4-dimensional Riemannian spacetime with the direct sum of vector spaces isomorphic to the Weyl group and Minkowski vector space (or a discrete quotient of Minkowski space).
To conclude the proof we establish a particular vector space isomorphism between the Minkowski space (now assumed simply connected) spanned by Therefore, since e a spans the co-tangent space, f a transforms in the same way as a tangent basis.
To arrive at the appropriate mapping for the isomorphism between the Minkowski space spanned by f a and the tangent space we use
where f
is a function of x only this may be written as df ν = 0, and we can find a chart on which f ν = dz ν for some z ν (x). This puts the symplectic dilational curvature into the Darboux form This result is actually slightly stronger than the usual Darboux theorem, since dz µ is required to span the subspace of the torsion involution.
Of course, in transforming to z µ as the spacetime coordinate we have changed the components of the solder form, which may be written as
At the same time the components of the co-solder form are altered according to
so that the co-solder form is determined entirely by the solder form.
With the solder and co-solder forms related as in eqs.(5.17), the entire biconformal connection is fully determined by the 4-dimensional spacetime solder form. Moreover, we now have a uniquely specified mapping between the co-basis of the biconformal space and a basis in the tangent space, which preserves the usual dual-basis relationship between tangent and co-tangent bases. For if we have the dual bases then we can set φ : f a −→ e a (5.19) or for the coordinates
where y µ and z ν are conjugate with respect to the symplectic form Ω 0 0 . Clearly, the mapping of the bases establishes the isomorphism between the vector spaces, concluding the proof.
Theorem I establishes a 1-1 relation between the class of ω 0 0 = 0 sub-bundles of normal biconformal spaces and the class of 4-dimensional Riemannian geometries, since the converse obviously holds − given any Riemannian geometry we can immediately construct the Whitney sum of its tangent and orthonormal frame bundles, and invoke the isomorphism φ −1 on the tangent space to provide the co-space basis.
The principal correspondence of Theorem I is immediately seen by the standard form of the normal biconformal connection and curvatures, which we collect here for future reference. which lead to the curvatures
Henceforth, we will speak of a Riemannian geometry and its corresponding normal biconformal space interchangeably.
Notice that the isomorphism φ developed in the proof of the Theorem establishes for the entire class of normal biconformal spaces the identification of the co-space with momentumlike variables. In the simple one-particle picture of references [31, 33] , the y-coordinates are directly proportional to the components of the particle momentum. In the general field theories studied here, we see that dy µ is proportional to the generator of infinitesimal translations.
The results of Theorem I are valid as long as we restrict the Lorentz transformations of biconformal space to the usual x-dependent ones of Riemannian geometry and the rescalings to the usual constant ones. We can avoid the restriction against x-dependent scalings as well as the restriction to the ω 0 0 = 0 sub-bundle by extending the homeomorphism in the following way. This extends the homeomorphism to one between the x-dependent gauge sector of the whole biconformal space and the triple Whitney sum over a dilationtrivial 4-dimensional Weyl geometry of the tangent, orthonormal frame and scale bundles.
We can go the final step and remove the restriction on the gauge transformations by recalling that a Finsler geometry is a differential geometry in which the metric and connection are allowed to depend on not only the coordinates, but also on tangent vectors to curves. In the remainder of this study, we will restrict our attention to the content of the central Theorem, since our principal interest lies in establishing the biconformal equivalent of standard results in general relativity. As we show in the next section, Theorem I allows us to write the biconformal equivalent of the Einstein equation. Three facts make the biconformal Einstein equation simpler than the conformal Einstein equation − the separation of the Ricci and conformal parts of the curvature, the reduction of the dimension of the fiber symmetry in biconformal space from 11 to 7, and the natural inner product. The Ricci tensor becomes part of the co-solder form with its curl contributing to the co-torsion, while only the conformal curvature remains as the spacetime term of the curvature of the spin connection. The reduced fiber symmetry then insures that the Ricci tensor is in fact biconformally tensorial and the inner product allows complete isolation of the Ricci tensor. After using these facts to write the Einstein equation in biconformal space, we present a new geometric model of electromagnetism using some of the additional degrees of freedom present in more general biconformal spaces.
6. The gravitational and electromagnetic field equations in normal biconformal space.
The most immediate importance of Theorem I is in establishing that the normal bicon- [49] . While the biconformal conditions provided here are, of course, not invariant under all conformal transformations, they are invariant under local scalings. We discuss these differences below.
To begin our study of field equations, we use the biconformal inner product to separate out the Ricci part of curvature. We immediately find the following corollary.
Corollary 3:
The Riemannian geometry of a normal biconformal space is Ricci flat if and only if the trace-free basis is orthonormal.
Proof: The inner product in the trace-free basis is
which is orthonormal if and only if
Eq.(6.3) immediately implies Ricci-flatness.
Therefore, Ricci flatness arises in biconformal space as an orthonormality condition on the standard normal biconformal basis. Indeed, the Ricci tensor is a direct measure of the degree to which the co-solder form fails to be null.
By treating the co-solder projection B ab as initially independent of the curvature, we can use the tracelessness condition to impose the full Einstein equation including phenomeno-logical sources for the gravitational field. Specifically, we let B ab be identified with an appropriately trace-altered form of the stress-energy tensor:
where T ab is the stress-energy tensor and T is its trace. Notice that the (geometric) units for The elimination the inverse translations by using an 8-dimensional base manifold has removed those transformations which interfere with the invariance of the Ricci tensor, while retaining the increased number of transformations as coordinate instead of gauge degrees of freedom.
As we have shown, it then remains possible to recover the usual Riemannian geometries of general relativity and the Einstein equation in a biconformally invariant way.
Next we extend slightly beyond the constraints of normal biconformal spaces to look at a new geometric model for electromagnetism. Returning to the orthonormality condition of the corollary, it is evident that the (ω 2) with R ab replaced with a general matrix B ab . Clearly, changing the antisymmetric part of B ab has no effect on orthonormality. In order to allow B ab to have a nonvanishing antisymmetric part, we can replace the normality conditions of our central theorem by slightly weakening the tracelessness condition, since it is the tracelessness condition that forces B ab = R ab = B ba . Instead of where S ab = S ba and F ab = −F ba , and imposing eq.(6.8) we easily find that F ab is undetermined while S ab = R ab .
We must now check the effect of this change on the other structure equations. The remaining equations are Eq.(6.10a) has no effect on After seeing from eq.(6.12b) that F ab is independent of y µ , eq.(6.12a) shows that it arises from a potential. Therefore, F is a closed 2-form on spacetime. Finally, we consider the effect of eq.(6.10b). Again substituting eq.(6.9) and using the independence of F ab from y µ to separate off the f a terms, we are led to so we find that the source for F , like that for the gravitational field, resides in the spacetime co-torsion.
We can carry this result further if we use the usual spacetime metric constructed from the solder form, and its inverse g αβ to contract the spacetime co-torsion. In components with the usual 4-dimensional notation we start with Ω 0 αβµ = F αβ;µ − F αµ;β + R αβ;µ − R αµ;β (6.15) Contracting on (α, β) we find This geometric theory of electromagnetism is quite distinct from previous unifications with gravity, including those based on scale-invariant theories. In Weyl's original scaleinvariant theory of electromagnetism [1] , the Weyl vector is identified with the electromagnetic potential. Though Weyl's theory fails to agree with experiment, its biconformal version [33] provides a satisfactory unification. But the theory presented here makes an entirely different postulate from either [1] or [33] for the identification of the electromagnetic field among the geometric variables. In the model of this section, the electromagnetic field strength is identified with part of the co-solder form, and its source is identified with a well-defined trace of the co-torsion. The fact that the field arises from a potential is then a consequence of the biconformal structure equations. In this new model, and in direct contrast to previous scale-invariant EM-gravity unifications, the Weyl vector vanishes.
It is interesting to speculate that if we let the Weyl vector be non-zero in a biconformal space there would actually be two independent EM-like fields. Perhaps some combination of these can be successfully identified with the photon and Z 0 pair of electroweak fields. There is clearly enough internal symmetry in biconformal spaces for such a model. Not only does the extra co-space allow a set of internal transformations, but there is also a 4-parameter class of invariant tensors. In addition, general biconformal spaces have far more fields than the normal biconformal spaces studied here. However, a great deal more research is required to determine how to identify the fields correctly and to check the consistency of the resulting models.
Summary
We have found the necessary and sufficient conditions on an 8-dimensional gauging of the 15-dimensional conformal group for the ω 0 0 = 0 slice of the resulting normal biconformal space to be homeomorphic to the Whitney sum bundle of the tangent and orthonormal frame bundles of a 4-dimensional Riemannian geometry. Our central theorem provides for the immediate unique extension of a general Riemannian spacetime to a normal biconformal space.
In addition, we have written the Einstein equation for general relativity in a scaleinvariant form using the Weyl structure of the biconformal bundle. Also, by slightly weakening one of the normality conditions we provide a new geometric candidate for the electromagnetic field and show how to specify the biconformal fields to enforce the Maxwell equations. The model therefore provides a scale-invariant geometric unification of general relativity and Maxwell electromagnetism.
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